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Danube Delights
18 Days
Fully Escorted
Departs Brisbane 22 July 2022
ITINERARY HIGHLIGHTS:














Vienna
Esztergom & Szentendre
City Tour of Belgrade, “The White City”
Excursion to Vidin or Belogradchik
City Tour of Bucharest
Cruise Sfantu Gheorgh (Saint George)
Excursion to Constanta & The Black Sea Coast
Veliko Tarnovo
The Iron Gates
Novi Sad Old Town
City Tours of Budapest & Bratislava
Melk Abbey
And MORE!

INCLUDES:












Flights Return Economy Class including Taxes* - Business Class Upgrades available on request
Private single category C-4 cruise cabin – Cabin Upgrades Available
Meals as per itinerary [B=Breakfast/L=Lunch/D=Dinner]
Quality red and white wines from the best wine regions of Europe with dinner
24 hour complimentary coffee, tea, hot chocolate and water
All Sightseeing Tours and Transfers as per itinerary
Complimentary state-of-the-art audio headsets for all excursions
Complimentary use of onboard bicycles
Tour Host – travels with group from/ to Brisbane
English Speaking Cruise Director
Port fees and cruise taxes

From $10,083.00* per person
Cabin Upgrade options: C1 Cabin $11,056*pp / B4 Cabin $12,243*pp
B1 Cabin $12,969*pp / A1 Cabin $13,978*pp
Terms & Conditions apply. Economy class airfare with Singapore Airlines to be confirmed when flights in range. *Airline Taxes included to the
value of $350. Luggage allowance at 23kg per passenger. Solo Connections reserves the right to amend all hotels, airlines, restaurants and
tours for an equal substitute at any time. Beverages, additional meals, mini bars, laundry, phone calls, items of personal nature not included.
Tours subject to availability. Further booking conditions apply, please check all prices, availability and other information at time of or before
booking. Package cancellation fees apply. Denise Marie Falsay trading as Solo Connections. ATAS Accredited A11424. ABN 92 582 582 996.
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Friday, 22 – Saturday, 23 July 2022
Brisbane – Passau via Munich

D

Meet your Tour Host and fellow travellers at Brisbane International Airport for our flights to Munich.
On arrival into Munich International Airport, on Saturday, we will be welcomed by a representative who will assist with
our transfer to Passau. We may not be able to check into our cabins straight away, however we can leave our
luggage and take a walk. Upon embarkation of the ship, we have time to settle into our cabins.
This evening, we enjoy a Welcome Cocktail, followed by a specially-prepared Welcome Dinner.
River Cruise Ship – Amadeus Brilliant (15 Nights)
Sunday, 24 July 2022
Vienna

B-L-D

This morning the ship passes through the charming UNESCO World Natural Heritage region of the Wachau and
then, in the early afternoon, stops in Vienna where you have a choice of excursions.
The Austrian capital effortlessly unites a glorious past with the present in a memorable way. Discover the singular
charm of this former imperial metropolis during the course of a City Tour.
Alternatively you could enjoy a world of tastes at the Vienna Naschmarkt. Vienna’s most popular market offers food
and delicacies from all over the world. The Naschmarkt began in the 16th century as a place for farmers to sell fresh
milk and cheeses. It has grown over the years to become the largest and most vibrant outdoor marketplace in the
city.
After dinner, the ship will leave the harbor in Vienna and travel towards Hungary
Monday, 25 July 2022
Esztergom

B-L-D

Spend a relaxing day cruising the Beautiful Blue Danube or join the excursion to Esztergom, the former residence of
the Hungarian kings and seat of the Archbishop, where we see the Basilica and Visegrad Castle.
The second highlight with this trip is Szentendre, an artists’ colony with numerous contemporary galleries and
museums reflecting the artistic history of Hungary.
At lunchtime, the ship stops for those guests on the shore excursion to rejoin.
The ship will then continue cruising, making its way to Belgrade.
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Tuesday, 26 July 2022
Belgrade

B-L-D

After lunch we arrive in Belgrade, one of the oldest European cities and the capital of Serbia. The “White City” is one
of the most historically rich and important in all of Serbia and boasts a large number of monuments from different
times and cultures.
Travel to the Kalemegdan Fortress for an impressive panoramic view over the Danube and the Sava Rivers. See
the National Museum, the Parliament, Terazije Square and the Palace of Princess Ljubica, as well as St. Sava
Cathedral, which is the largest Orthodox church in the world. If you feel like a snack, taste some of the best food
along the Skadarlija, offering some of the best in local cuisine.
Alternatively discover the colorful artists' village of Kovacica, which represents a unique oasis of preserved
traditions, original art and crafts. Visit to the Slovak - Evangelical Church, built in the late Baroque style. Its interior is
enriched by a monumental altar with a painting by Constantine Danilo. The final stop of the tour is the violin maker's
studio. Jan Nemček - is a master artisan who builds violins by hand and not machine.
Dinner this evening is onboard as the vessel continues through the countries of the Danube.
Wednesday, 27 July 2022
Vidin

B-L-D

Enjoy a relaxing morning cruising the river before reaching Bulgaria this afternoon. We visit Vidin, a town renowned
for its centuries of history. Join the walking city tour to wander through the streets and view the many churches and
Renaissance buildings which decorate the town.
Or take the scenic ride from Vidin to Belogradchik which is filled with natural beauty. Idyllic villages perched high on
rock cliffs and picturesque countryside, along with the spectacular rock formations of Belogradchik are a highlight.
Visit the fortress of Belogradchik, built high on towering rocks overlooking the town with impressive views. The
excursion continues with a return to Vidin and a visit to a landmark - the only medieval preserved fortress in Bulgaria
- Baba Vida. The Baba Vida fortress is built on top of a Roman fortress and dates to the 10th century. The towering
curved walls are a landmark, easily spotted from the Danube River and the most important sight of Vidin. The fortress
was the last Bulgarian bulwark to be taken by the Ottomans in 1396 and is today one of the best-preserved
fortifications in Bulgaria. During your visit, enjoy a classical concert in this beautiful, historic fortress.
Reboard the ship and enjoy this evening’s dinner.
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Thursday, 28 July 2022
Oltenita / Fetesti

B-L-D

In the morning, relax on the Sun Deck and enjoy the passing landscapes, before the ship docks in Oltenita.
You won’t want to miss the bus tour which forms part of the program for today. This full day excursion takes us to the
Romanian capital Bucharest, where we will enjoy a city tour followed by dinner in the city, during the course of which
you can savor the atmosphere of this lively, colorful and western-oriented metropolis.
On the way back to the ship, which will in the meantime have travelled to and docked in Fetesti, we will cross
endless cornfields and pass the picturesque farming villages of the sparsely populated Baragan lowlands. The tour
ends with a photo stop at the impressive Palace of the Parliament. The palace, previously known as the “People’s
House”, is one of the largest buildings in Europe and was constructed between 1983 and 1989.
Enjoy dinner in a Romanian restaurant before departing the city to join the ship.
Friday, 29 July 2022
Danube Delta/ St George Village

B-L-D

Spend the morning cruising Sfantu Gheorghe (Saint George), one of the 3 main channels that make up the Danube
Delta. At the meeting of the Black Sea and the Danube, this UNESCO site hosts 27 different ecosystems and is
home to many unique species of birds, fish, and other creatures. From the fisherman’s village of Saint George,
observe daily life for the people who inhabit this fertile delta.
For those wishing to delve further into the scenic waterways, the Delta Safari boat excursion awaits. This
unforgettable tour takes you through the Danube Delta, a UNESCO World Heritage Site with unique flora and fauna.
The trip takes you through the Sahalin Lagoon, the Ciotica Channel and passes by the oldest fish processing
centers in the Danube Delta. Discover the unique habitat of waterfowl, fish and a plant world that is still largely
untouched in its beauty. In fact, the Danube Delta has the largest reed-covered area in the world.
During dinner, enjoy sunset over the waters of the Danube Delta as our vessel departs and begins the journey back
up the Danube.
Saturday, 30 July 2022
Hirsova / Fetesti

B-L-D

Relaxation is on the schedule today as the vessel plies the waters of the Danube.
The afternoon offers an opportunity to discover Constanta, the biggest port of Romania by a guided tour. This
ancient metropolis by the sea, founded by Greek colonists under the name of Tomis during the 6th century BC, is
considered Romania’s longest continually inhabited city, as well as its chief port. A walk into the historic part of the
city features views over the Great Mosque, the Casino and the Genovese Lighthouse. A short visit to the History and
Archaeology museum will reveal the city’s 2.5 millennia history and detail its blend of cultures.
The ship stops in Fetesti for those on the excursion to rejoin before dinner this evening.
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Sunday, 31 July 2022
Rousee - Svishtov

B-L-D

Continue to enjoy your experience onboard, consider a massage or relax in the lounge and view the passing
scenery.
For a little more adventure this morning, an excursion to Veliko Tarnovo, the oldest town in Bulgaria, is available.
This pretty town is located on the steep banks of the river Yantra at the foot of the Balkan Mountains. High on a
peak is the remains of the medieval town of Tsarevets, where 22 tsars made history in the 2nd Bulgarian empire.
Alternatively, you might like to join the Rousse City tour and visit of the Basarbovo Monastery, an active cave
monastery which was built in the 16th century, about 35 meters above the river. Discover the church of St. Dimitar
and its fascinating history, spectacular panoramic view and imposing frescoes. After the visit, return back to Rousse,
a 2000 year old city on the Danube, with rich cultural life and traditions.
Rejoin the vessel in Svishtov as lunch is served and we continue cruising.
Monday, 1 August 2022
Iron Gates – Cruise Day

B-L-D

On deck there is much natural beauty to take in as you cruise the mighty Danube River and the picturesque “Iron
Gates.”
The Iron Gates is a narrow gorge between the Carpathian and Balkan Mountains which forms a natural border
between Serbia and Romania, featuring breathtaking scenery. This part of the river is named the Iron Gates for the
two hydroelectric dams that control the water flow. Keep an eye out for the many caves and rock sculptures hiding
among the steep hills.
Over dinner this evening recount the beauty of the day with your fellow travellers.
Tuesday, 2 August 2022
Novi Sad - Vukovar

B-L-D

Late morning we arrive in Novi Sad, the second largest city in Serbia, known for its 19th century buildings and
stunning parks. Take the City Tour to see the Catholic St. Mary’s Church, the Orthodox Church of St. George, and
the home of Albert Einstein.
Rejoin the ship for lunch as we continue on. This evening the vessel stops in Vukovar, located on an important trade
route at the confluence of the Vuka and Danube rivers. All would pass by on the way to Budapest and Vienna
upstream and Romania downstream.
You may like to enjoy a discovery walking tour through Vukovar where you will see the city center and the historic
and important buildings including the new water tower, the church of St. Philip and Jacob, the white marble stone
cross memorial, the old water tower, the historical Hotel Grand, the Town Hall, and the birth house of the first
Croatian Nobel prize winner Leopold Ružicka.
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Wednesday, 3 August 2022
Mohacs - Kalocsa

B-L-D

This morning we visit, and take a walking tour of, the tiny harbor town of Mohács, a melting pot of nations.
Two important battles took place in the fields around this town, which had a huge impact on European history. The
battle in 1526 was lost and was the beginning of the reign of the Ottoman Empire for the next century and a half. In
1687 the Austrian troops and Habsburg allies overturned the empire and regained the cities of the Danube.
This afternoon relax onboard or join the Tradition of the Hungarian Puszta excursion to enjoy the scenery of the
endless plain, where the sky stretches into the horizon.
The ship docks this evening in Kalocsa to meet those on the excursion.
Thursday, 4 August 2022
Budapest

B-L-D

Very early this morning we dock in Budapest, the capital and largest city of Hungary.
Take the city tour to see that a large portion of this city is a World Heritage Site, including the banks of the Danube,
Andrassy Avenue, the Buda Castle quarter, Heroes’ Square, and the Millennium Underground Railway. With 80
geothermal hot springs, the third largest Parliament building in the world, and the second largest Synagogue, there is
truly something for everyone to enjoy in this bustling metropolis.
In the afternoon there are two excursion options.
You may like to visit the Royal Palace of Godollo, an imperial and royal Hungarian palace located in the
municipality of Gödöllő in Pest county, central Hungary. It is famous for being a favourite place of Queen Elisabeth of
Hungary.
Alternatively explore vibrant Budapest beginning with a visit to the market hall - a roofed building built in 1896. A
walk through the stalls of the market hall quickly reveals some of the most popular Hungarian specialities, including
the famous Hungarian paprika. Continue by bus to the City Park, where you can admire the Vajdahunyad Castle
and the Széchenyi Baths - one of the largest thermal baths in Europe. Afterwards, take the second oldest metro in
Europe to the city center to the "Gerbeaud" pastry shop, and enjoy a piece of cake and a cup of coffee, and finally
view the famous St. Stephen's Basilica.
A special treat this evening awaits, as musicians come onboard to entertain with traditional music of Hungary, as the
vessel cruises the Danube to see this beautiful city by night.
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Friday, 5 August 2022
Bratislava

B-L-D

Discover the Slovak capital of Bratislava this afternoon on a city tour.
The city is home to the Slovak Philharmonic Orchestra, the old city walls, the summer residence of the archbishop
and the current residence of the president of Slovakia.
You can also see Bratislava Castle, high above the city. From Michael’s Gate, take a leisurely stroll through the
historic city center, where you can admire sights such as the Primatial Palace and St. Martin’s Cathedral.
Enjoy the Captain’s Gala Dinner onboard this evening.
Saturday, 6 August 2022
Durnstein – Melk/Emmersdorf

B-L-D

This morning arrive in Dürnstein, a tiny village surrounded by vineyards, which serves as a jumping off point for an
excursion to Melk and its magnificent Benedictine Abbey or visit a Krems wine estate and learn more about its
origin, its history, its culture and its unique wine.
The excursion to Melk includes a visit of Melk Abbey, which is an Austrian Benedictine abbey and one of the world’s
most famous monastic sites. The impressive Baroque abbey was built between 1702 and 1736. The abbey’s church
and the impressive library with countless medieval manuscripts and frescos are particularly noteworthy. A guided tour
takes you through the abbot’s chambers, along the imperator’s walk, through the marble hall, the balconies and the
library. On a walking tour of Dürnstein, one of the best-known wine villages in the Wachau, you will discover this
picturesque town with its traditional architecture and the baroque monastery Dürnstein, famous for the blue spire. At
the end of the tour we will invite you for a complimentary glass of wine.
During the alternative excursion visit The Wachau Valley, the heart of the Austrian wine region. The Krems winery
unites 980 vineyards from Krems and the surrounding wine-growing villages. Embark on a journey through the
variations of the noble grape and peak behind the scenes of the wine growing industry. Taste different wines of the
region before returning to the ship.
If you have chosen to say on the ship, during the day the vessel winds its way through picture perfect scenery in the
UNESCO protected Wachau Valley. Rich fields of vineyards line the shores with pretty houses dotting the landscape.
This afternoon with all travellers safely back onboard, the vessel cruises toward the port where this magnificent
voyage began.
Sunday, 7 – Monday, 8 August 2021
Passau – Munich - Brisbane

B

After breakfast, we bid the ship farewell and are transferred to Munich for our return flights to Brisbane.
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Ship Deck Plan

Cabin Category
 Stateroom A-1 $13,978* pp
 Stateroom B-1 $12,969* pp

Stateroom B-4 $12,243* pp
 Stateroom C-1 $11,056* pp
 Stateroom C-4 $10,083* pp
This exclusive, 110-meter cruise ship was built in 2011 and completely refurbished for 2020. It offers you premium
travel comfort. Generous suites and cabins are located across three decks, offering accommodation for up to 150
passengers. Majority of cabins are equipped with French balconies, which offer a fantastic view over the beautiful
passing riverscapes.
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